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PowerHealth Leverage
Leverage: to use (something) to maximum advantage
Using Big Data to Improve Patient Experience
Big data represents a rich resource with the
potential to improve care, but for many this
asset is being underutilised.
Recently, Harvard Business Review compared
hospitals to airlines and the operational
complexities to keep costs low and create a
decent profit. They explained how "used correctly,
analytics tools can lower health care costs,
reduce wait times, increase patient access, and
unlock capacity with the infrastructure that’s
already in place".
It’s a great read to understand how to leverage your data asset. READ MORE...

Benchmarking Efficiency
Leverage: this month we want to highlight this
very word by sharing some recent results from
our Benchmarking Efficiency Group.
An efficiency review project was conducted on a
specific Diagnosis Related Group (DRG) within the
W&C division of a large healthcare organisation. The
purpose of the review was to explore how a Local
Health Network (LHN) was performing against the
National Efficient Price (NEP), with a view to
discovering which drivers resulted in services being delivered above the NEP and identifying
opportunities for improvement.
Drilling down into the data via a process of analysis, alignment of costs, education and audit
achieved a 1.1M turnaround for the DRG group through the identification of coding issues
(revenue lost) and improved expenditure. Ask us about Benchmarking...

PowerHealth News
PowerHealth Named 2018 Telstra
Business Awards Finalist

We are thrilled and privileged to have been selected
as a Finalist in the 'Medium and Making Waves'
category of this year's Telstra Business Awards, for
which, over 10,000 entries were received.
A big thank you to our staff and partners who have
contributed to this result.
The state winner will be announced at the Awards
Dinner tonight. We look forward to sharing the
outcome with you.

Healthcare asset
management enables staff
to deliver better quality
care at a lower cost
Healthcare systems are constantly plagued
with new challenges, from compliance to
automating manual processes and meeting
reporting obligations simply with analytics.
PowerHealth are excited to extend their
cost savings opportunities for clients
through the introduction of Infor Asset
Management (EAM) for Healthcare.
Designed specifically to provide healthcare
organisations with the asset management functions they need to improve performance,
increase savings, assist with complying with regulations and provide quality care with one
integrated system in the cloud. Using software as a service it is able to be deployed in months
not years providing your ROI sooner. READ MORE...

PPM Mobile Supports Allied Health Services
PPM Mobile’s simple to deploy Bluetooth
technology accurately records the time staff
spend at each patient’s bedside, vastly improving
the accuracy of healthcare costs in areas that
have historically been hard to identify.
Where treatment is not provided at the bedside
such as with some allied health services, clinical
staff can scan barcodes directly from the app or
select their patient interactions from a drop-down
menu, to record and track time for all their patient
activities.
Ask us about PPM Mobile…

Adelaide Adrenaline - Canada Day Game

Building on PowerHealth's Canadian ties, we are very excited to be sponsoring Adelaide
Adrenaline, South Australia's National Ice Hockey team for the 2018 season. We are helping
to make this season one of the best yet for Adrenaline fans, and sponsored the Canada Day
game on Sunday July 1 vs. the CBR Brave. Learn more about our sponsorship here.
Check out our socials to see all the other ways we’re celebrating our Canadian ties and the
Canada Day game!

Join our 'Adrenaline' Experience

We’re keen to share our ‘Adrenaline’ excitement with our valued customers so we’re giving
you the chance to have your own Adrenaline Experience!
Entry is simple. Click here for your chance to score a $250 Adrenaline voucher from the
leading seller of gift vouchers and unique experiences.
Entries close on Friday 13th July 2018.
View Terms & Conditions

PowerHealth Product News
Continuous improvement is our focus. Read on to find out about the latest news and
updates to the PowerHealth range of products.

PowerPerformance Manager (PPM)
Current version 18.3

New Features
Some of the new features for PPM include:
Currently active users can now be displayed
The ability to set the the delimiter type for server file-based source system loads can
now be set
Improved layout of the ‘Source System Setup’ screen
More detailed representation of the GL Processes Output
Line charts have been added as new 'Library' document type

PowerBilling & Revenue Collection - PBRC-IE
Current version: 18.4.
New Features
Some of the new features for PBRC-IE include:
Bulk resolution of charge conflicts to improve management across a long list of
encounters
Two new options to reduce the volume of charge conflicts generated.
Standard CSV import for transactions to assist with processing receipts not currently
integrated into PBRC

SA/NT User Group
Thanks to our clients in South Australia and Northern Territory who recently attended the
PBRC-IE User Group at our Adelaide office, making it a very successful event.
User Groups provide a great opportunity for users from different sites to come together and
share their experiences. The forum provides a platform to highlight how clients use PBRC on
a day-to-day basis and to share their ideas for potential product enhancements.
The agenda included a walk-through of the new functionality available in our latest product
release, and an opportunity for the PowerHealth PBRC team to share our future roadmap for
the IE product.
The SA/NT User Group will meet again in six months’ time, and we will be organising user
groups for clients in other states throughout the year.

PowerBilling & Revenue Collection - PBRC-AE
Current version: 18.3.
New Features
Some of the latest new features for PBRC-AE include:
Browser incompatibility issues have been addressed through a new application frontend.
Users now have greater transparency on how costs are established by displaying the
coning rule codes used to calculate the cost of an item.
Quick Search has been enhanced and optimised to improve performance user
experience.

DatixWeb
Last month saw the release of the latest DatixWeb update, version
14.0.33. This release focused on product stability by resolving a
significant number of issues in several areas of the application, as well as
introducing two exciting new features:

Rejection notifications are now sent to the reporter of an incident
Reporting now includes values containing no records

PowerNav Wayfinding App
The latest new features for PowerNav include:
New admin dashboard that reports usage statistics
Time/distance to destination now displays on the map
New welcome tutorial to help with onboarding

PowerBudgeting Forecasting and Modelling (PBFM)
We can almost hear the relief as the budgeting period comes to an end.
Did you get bogged down for weeks?
Feel your budget get squeezed?
Were you held up waiting for information to come back to you?
If any of these budgeting woes rang true, contact us to chat about PowerBudgeting and
Forecasting Modelling. PBFM creates collaborative workflows and can cut planning cycle
times by up 70%, leaving you free to focus on understanding and improving the business.

PowerHealth People
Staff Milestones
Congratulations to Debbie, David and Nigel
Sincere congratulations and a big thank you to
our staff members Debbie Thomas, David
Musson and Nigel Michell who celebrated work
anniversaries with PowerHealth this quarter.
Debbie and David have clocked up 10 years
each, and Nigel (currently in Canada) has been
with us for 20 years!
Well done all, your dedication and commitment
to the company is valued by the whole
PowerHealth team.
Nigel Michell, pictured here with Patrick, celebrated
20 years of service with PowerHealth

Homecoming for Erica and Steven
It’s a homecoming for Erica and Steven Cole, pictured here with Patrick Power and Serge
Boulard at our Montreal Office. The Coles were seconded from the Gold Coast Hospital for 12
months to work on the Canada project at its inception. The time has flown by and they have
returned home to Australia. We hope you enjoyed your time in Canada, Erica and Steven;
many thanks for your valued contribution.
Left to right: Serge Boulard, Steven Cole, Erica Cole, Patrick Power
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